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ABSTRACT
Over the last 20 years a number of methods have been established for automated variance
reduction in Monte Carlo shielding simulations. Hybrid methods rely on deterministic adjoint
and/or forward calculations to generate these parameters. In the present study, we use the FWCADIS method implemented in MAVRIC sequence of the SCALE6 package to perform
preliminary shielding analyses of a VHTR reactor. MAVRIC has been successfully used by a
number of researchers for a range of shielding applications, including modeling of LWRs, spent
fuel storage, radiation field throughout a nuclear power plant, study of irradiation facilities, and
others. However, experience in using MAVRIC for shielding studies of VHTRs is more limited.
Thus, the objective of this work is to contribute toward validating MAVRIC for such applications,
and identify areas for potential improvement. A simplified model of a prismatic VHTR has been
devised, based on general features of the 600 MWt reactor considered as one of the NGNP
options. Fuel elements have been homogenized, and the core region is represented as an annulus.
However, the overall mix of materials and the relatively large dimensions of the spatial domain
challenging the shielding simulations have been preserved. Simulations are performed to evaluate
fast neutron fluence, dpa, and other parameters of interest at relevant positions. The paper will
investigate and discuss both the effectiveness of the automated variance reduction, as well as
applicability of physics model from the standpoint of specific VHTR features.
Key Words: VHTR shielding analysis, Monte Carlo hybrid methods, automated variance reduction,
MAVRIC sequence in SCALE6

1. INTRODUCTION
General practices for calculating dose rates through deep shielding problems surrounding nuclear
power reactors involve a multistep process, combining different simulation techniques. A
distribution describing the neutron source is applied to a model. Monte Carlo (MC) simulations
then solve for neutron and photon fluxes inside and outside of the core and ultimately different
reaction rates of interest. One reaction rate of interest would focus on damage parameters in the
Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) surrounding the core. With the increased distance to core, the
photon dose may provide equal if not higher damage as the neutron dose and needs to be
accounted for. Therefore, a coupled n-γ calculation is performed.
MC methods are considered to offer the best accuracy when solving for radiation fields in deep
shielding problems. Since the computational times for many problems may be too large for
practical results, variance-reduction methods have been developed to accelerate Monte Carlo
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techniques [1,2]. Even with today’s computational improvements, many deep-penetration
calculations are still unattainable without the use of supercomputers.
The MAVRIC [3] (Monaco with Automated Variance Reduction) sequence of the SCALE6 code
package developed at ORNL applies the FW-CADIS [4] (Forward Weighted-Consistent Adjoint
Driven Importance Sampling) method to accelerate MC calculations. The sequence solves
simultaneously for both neutron and photon fluxes, while providing tools for variance reduction.
The method has been validated more extensively for typical shielding problems and applications
using LWR (Light Water Reactor) technology [5,6], while its performance for VHTR (Very High
Temperature Reactor) applications still needs to be fully evaluated. In principle the methodology
is exactly the same. However, VHTRs use graphite as a moderator, and helium as a coolant.
Graphite results in many scattering events, while helium gas is much less dense, leaving wide
variation in density ratio throughout the core. Additionally, VHTR cores tend to be significantly
taller, and damage parameters of interest may be different than in LWRs. Therefore, some
additional considerations may be required.

2. MODEL AND METHODOLOGY
The GA (General Atomics) GT-MHR (Gas Turbine-Modular Helium Reactor) design is one of
the two preferred designs considered for VHTR/NGNP [7]. Thus, the design used for this study
is essentially identical to the GT-MHR, except for possible minor modifications. The majority of
design parameters that were used can be found in Ref. [8]. Since it is in a pre-conceptual design
phase, there are aspects that are subject to change, while others have not yet been developed.
Therefore, some assumptions have been made that may not ultimately be valid, but they do not
impact the validity of shielding results.
The active region of the core consists axially of 10 layers of prismatic blocks with the radial
layout shown in Fig. 1. Each prismatic block consists of alternating channels of coolant and fuel
compacts. The fuel is compacted TRISO pellets in a graphite matrix. Control rod positions can
also be seen both inside and outside of the active region. The SCALE General Geometry
Package (SGGP) proved to be capable of modeling all aspects of the complex geometry [9].
The KENOVI sequence of the SCALE package was first used to obtain a mesh-based, fission
source distribution with respect to both position and energy which is then used in the MC and
deterministic portions of the shielding analysis. From each position, neutrons are sampled
coupled with their appropriate fission photons. Additionally, capture photons are produced
throughout the reactor during the simulation.
The FW-CADIS methodology employs forward and adjoint fixed-source, deterministic solutions
aiming to obtain a nearly-uniform relative standard deviation over the entire problem. The code
first creates a 3D mesh which should be adequate to represent the geometry of the problem as
much as possible. Ideally the mesh would be smaller than the shortest mean free path of a
neutron for accuracy, which would require more physical memory than is available currently.
However, since the deterministic solutions are only applied to generate variance-reduction
parameters for Monte Carlo simulations, approximate solutions are considered to be appropriate.
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Fig. 2, shows both the area of interest in the simulation as well as a view of the detail of the
voxel size for deterministic results.

Active Annular Core
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Control Rod Positions

RPV

7.58 m

Figure 1. Horizontal cross section of the
VHTR RPV.

11.5 m

34.6 m
~ 8.5 cm

Figure 2. (Left) Reactor island containing the RPV and power conversion unit. The red box shows the area b
simulated. (Right) The meshing used for deterministic calculations.
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3. RESULTS
The initial simulations have been performed with forward weighting towards the overall dose
rate using the ANSI 1977 flux-to-dose conversion factors [10]. The deterministic discrete
ordinates Denovo code is used to solve a mesh-based transport equation using the fixed source.
In order to maximize the number of allowable voxels (bounded by the amount virtual memory)
the quadrature set used was S4, and the Legendre Polynomial used to describe the angular
scattering was set to P1. The overall parameters for both the FW-CADIS and standard MC
simulations are given in Table I. MC results were obtained for both analog MC simulation and
with the FW-CADIS variance reduction methodology. The runs were allowed four days for the
MC portion and the results are shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

Table I. Sample table: accuracy of nodal and characteristic methods
Method

Mesh (XYZ)

Analog MC
FW-CADIS
(S4/P1)

135x135x415

Dimensions
(XYZ)
11.5x11.5x
34.6 m3

Total Dose (rem/hr)

Voxel Size
(XYZ)
8.5x8.5x8.3
cm3

MC Time
(hours)
100.12

# of
Particles
16 106

98.75

29 106

Relative Uncertainty

Figure 3. Analog MC Results. (Left) Dose map over the room
containing the RPV. (Right) The relative uncertainty
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The analog MC simulation achieves good statistics for the flux within the core barrel. This is
expected because within the core barrel, the dose is primarily due to the neutron flux.
Additionally, since graphite is a good scatterer with almost no absorption, a neutron will be
tracked through a large number of collisions before being absorbed or leaking from the system.
As can be seen in Fig. 5, once leaving the core barrel, the photon dose rate becomes as important
as the neutron dose rate. The majority of this dose is not from fission photons, but by those
coming from interactions in the core barrel and the RPV. Therefore, using analog MC, a neutron
will rarely reach the RPV; much less will it create a photon capable of escaping. The overall
goal is obtaining results outside of the RPV, which is accomplished using FW-CADIS with
results shown in Fig. 4.

Total Dose (rem/hr)

Relative Uncertainty

Dose Rate (rem/hr)

Figure 4. MC results with FW-CADIS based variance reduction. (Left) Dose
map over the room containing the RPV. (Right) The relative uncertainty
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Figure 5. The contributing dose rates from both neutrons and photons.
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There are a couple of issues that present themselves from the initial FW-CADIS MC results.
First the total dose is more uncertain on the bottom-half of the room due to the core support
systems located below. Since the neutron flux is going to be attenuated more below the core, it
is a deeper penetration shielding problem. A coarse deterministic mesh did not accurately
represent all structures and associated attenuation; therefore, variance reduction is somewhat
more effective than above the core.
As mentioned before, the main source of uncertainty in the dose rates in this model comes from
the photons. In the reactor core the total dose is almost entirely due to the neutron. Once past
the RPV the two compete within an order of magnitude. Figure 6 shows the uncertainties from
both the photon and the neutron dose rates. While the photons in the central portion have a very
high statistical uncertainty, their contribution to the total dose (the parameter being optimized
for) is very low, and the high uncertainty is therefore inconsequential.

Figure 6. (Left) Relative uncertainty in the neutron dose. (Right)
Relative uncertainty in photon dose.

It is difficult to directly compare performance of the analog and MC simulations with variance
reduction. In the former case the variance will vary drastically over the spatial domain, while in
the former it would ideally be uniform. Nevertheless, Fig. 7 showing uncertainties distribution
for MC simulations with variance reduction, obtained after 1 hour, 4 hours, 1 day and 4 days
provides some insight and enables at least a qualitative comparison against the uncertainties in
analog MC simulation shown in Fig. 3. One can argue that already the 4-hour run exhibits
similar uncertainties in and near the core, with significantly lower uncertainties everywhere else,
and thus the achieved acceleration is at least a factor of 24 (4 hours vs. 4 days), and in fact more
(since our interest is farther away from the core.). After accounting for the deterministic portion
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needed to generate variance reduction parameters, that took about 8.5 hours (4.5 for forward, 4
for adjoint), the speedup still amounts to at least an order of magnitude. If focusing on the
regions at or outside the RPV, the speedup exceeds 2 orders of magnitude.

1 hour

4 hours

1 day

4 days

Figure 7. The relative uncertainty of MC results with FW-CADIS
based variance reduction in order of increasing run times from left to
right. The same scale is used as in Figs. 3, 4 and 6.

3. CONCLUSIONS
A preliminary evaluation of the MAVRIC sequence of the SCALE6 code package was performed
to assess its performance in simulating radiation fields and dose parameters in and around the
VHTR RPV. The SCALE General Geometry Package (SGGP) proved to be capable of
modeling all aspects of the complex geometry. Monte Carlo simulations were then performed in
analog mode and with FW-CADIS variance global variance reduction. While there is no straightforward metrics for comparing varying uncertainties over a large mesh, the improvements
compared to analog MC results are very significant. The MAVRIC sequence does provide a
user-friendly method for efficiently simulating deep penetration shielding problems concerning
VHTRs.
One challenge in shielding problems with VHTRs was identified to be neutron streaming paths.
Such paths are inherent in the design of prismatic VHTR technology. Using finer meshes with
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parallel Denovo will alleviate this problem. Additionally, the optimization of deterministic
parameters needs to be investigated further. These topics are subject of ongoing studies.
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